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Fred is new in Berlin – he’s moved from the 

countryside to the middle of a gigantic city. His 

new school proves to be unfriendly: Sunnyboy

Amadeus calls the shots there and he can’t 

stand outsiders. He calls Fred “Fred of the 

Dead”, because he lives at a graveyard where 

his mother works. Instead of watching your 

favourite TV show, for example, he takes a last 

turn round the graveyard in the evening to 

make sure all the vaults are securely locked. 

One day, Fred accidentally opens a vault and 

find a piece of parchment. It turns out that his 

family is cursed. Together with Franz 

Ferdinand, the other class “freak”, Fred sets 

out to break the spell. 
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The Finstersteins
Vol. 1: Woe to Him Who Wakes the 

Dead

Kai Lüftner

#61908, hardcover with UV-spot varnish, 

112 pp., 14.8 x 21 cm, EUR 7.99

9+

Launch of an acclaimed new series

Fiction
Fall 2016 frontlist + preview 2017

PREVIEW Spring 2017

Vol. 2: Indestructible

• By multi-talent and charismatic all-

rounder Kai Lüftner, now at Coppenrath

• Hot topic: humorous horror series (à la 

Scary Harry), with original, witty 

writing

• Loveable anti-hero meets dead noble 

family 

• Horridly beautiful illustrations by 

Fréderic Bertrand

61909

Cover not final



Saving Witchrose Valley 

Eleni Livanios

62085

• For all big and small friends of witches

• Fully illustrated chapter books for early 

readers

• Magical world created for dream-filled 

young girls

• Featured in Eselsohr magazine

#62267, hardcover with glitter, 144 pp., 4-colour print, 17 x 22 cm, 

EUR 12.95

62086

Our successful series
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Backlist titles:

66882

7+

Flora Fleetbroom (Vol. 4)

It’s summer in Witchrose Valley and Flora is looking 

forward to going on the school trip with her class. But their 

lovely walk through the valley comes to a sudden end 

when the children come across a deserted, ruined village. 

This is the work of the Greyglooms: ghoulish creatures set 

free by some black-magic sorcerers. Now families from the 

village are seeking refuge in Flora’s town. But the 

Greyglooms are getting closer and closer, and fear and 

resentment are spreading in Witchrose Town – even 

against the guests they have taken in. Flora and her friends 

rack their brains for a solution. Will they manage to stop 

the Greyglooms and the black-magic sorcerers in time?



and the Sun Amulet

Ellen Alpsten / Andrea Hebrock

Vincelot
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#62147, hardcover with gold foil and spot-UV varnish, 128 pp., 17x 

22 cm, EUR 12.95

• A new role model for boys

• Exciting world of magic and knights

• About courage and valour

• With funny touches

• Medieval Arthurian symbology

6+

“A masterful pastiche of knightly tales which 

will delight every reader with its lively pictures, 

bright colours and verbal wit!”

Anneka Esch-van Kann, Kinderbuch-Coach

A full-length story in 18 chapters

Exciting world of knights with lively pictures

An invitation to the ball – Princess Paula is 

beside herself with excitement! She is even 

allowed to wear her great aunt’s amulet to the 

party. Of course, Vincelot goes with his best 

friend on her long journey. But then Paula is 

snatched by a giant bird… Does someone have 

designs on the sun amulet? An exciting new 

knight adventure with a wild band of robbers, a 

grumpy stone giant, and the Griffin!
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A Case for Three

Antje Szillat / Stephanie Wegener

• Stories for reading beginners

• From the everyday chaos of an 8-

year-old

• Includes many comic-style 

illustrations and cheeky remarks

• New series from the successful Rick 

author – Antje Szillat

• Rick series sold over 100,000 copies

Here comes Ricky! (Vol. 4)

#61926, hardcover with spot-UV varnish, 112 pp., 14.8 x 21 cm, EUR 

7.95

Vol. 3: 61925Vol. 1: 61601

7+

Vol. 2: 61602



Heike Abidi / Lisa Hänsch

Ballet is everything to Ida – so she can’t wait to 

try out a new dance with the other Dancing Girls, 

where she’ll get to do brilliant pirouettes. But 

Emily, Charlotte and Yasmin want to do up the 

new practice room first. Mega boring, thinks Ida. 

And then Yasmin convinces the others to dance to 

a Turkish hit at the opening of her parents’ 

restaurant. How lame is that? Ida digs her heels in 

and refuses to take part. Is it all over for the 

Dancing Girls?

Dancing Girls

66688
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hardcover with  glitter, 128 pp., EUR 8.99

8+

Ida Takes A Leap of Faith (Vol. 2)

• The new series for all dance-

crazy girls

• Warm-hearted story about 

friendship and team spirit

• Cheeky illustrations by Lisa 

Hänsch

66689

Charlotte Has Got the Hang 

of it (Vol. 1) 

Charlotte, Ida, Emily and Yasmin are totally 

different. But they all share one dream: dancing! 

Charlotte is a passionate tap dancer and she can 

hardly wait for the dance workshop at school to 

begin. One week full pf practicing steps, whirling 

around the dance floor and making the stage 

quake. But then only three other girls turn up at 

the workshop and the teacher wants to only do a 

super lame dance4fans dance.  And this, even 

though Emily is a crack at hip hop, Ida does 

amazing ballet, and Yasmin knows all about 

oriental dances. The girls decide to come up with 

their own secret choreography. But can they do it 

in time for the show at the school party? 



Derek Meister / Marion Meister / Artur 

Bodenstein

Starship Argon
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# 66853, hardcover with spot-UV varnish, 160 pp., EUR 9.99

9+

In order to find their missing grandpa, Alex (10) 

and Lizzie (9) have to look for the scattered 

splinters of the Star Mirror and piece them 

together. But the pieces are scattered throughout 

the whole galaxy. Using the mysterious maps on 

the Argon the two first navigate towards the jungle 

planet Gandion. But before they can gather the 

splinters they are attacked by a massive creature … 

An insane jumo into a fantastic space adventure 

begins!

• Trend topic “space”

• Exciting read for boys and girls 

• New setting on a planet in every book

Fantastic Discoveries (Vol. 1)

The Cloud Planet

66857

67116

PREVIEW Spring 2017

The World Maker



The Wild Horses’ Search for a Home

Lucie May/ Dagmar Henze

Fritzi Pferdeglück

Backlist titles:

Vol. 2: 61375

Vol. 3: 61679 Vol. 5: 62122
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• Every horse-mad girl dreams of 

Fritzi’s riding holidays

• Western Ranch, Arabian Stud Farm, 

or Icelandic Stables – new places of 

action in every book

• One of Coppenrath’s new successful 

horse series

#62124, hardcover, 128 pp., EUR 9.95

8+

Vol. 1: 61374

Vol. 4: 61796 Vol. 6: 62123

The finale of the popular “Fritzi Pferdeglück” series

Hot topic: wild horses

Things are getting a bit wild! Fritzi and Julie get to take 

part in the round-up of the wild horses in the Merfelder

Bruch. And best of all: Julie’s father Ben even wants to 

buy two of the stallions for his Western ranch and break 

them in. Fritzi is fascinated by the huge herd of horses, 

where the animals can live exactly as nature intended. 

But when Fritzi and Julie make a secret visit to the large 

area where the horses roam, a lost foal shies away from 

them and injures its leg. Can the friends help the wild 

horse?  



Sarah Bosse

Galopping Through The Summer

9

12+

School is finally over! Jana has finished her last year at school 

and can hardly wait for what lies ahead: partying, relaxing, 

holidays. Then she‘s going to do her vocational diploma. But 

that summer, everything changes for Jana: old friends suddenly 

become rivals, Jana‘s long-standing crush on Marc fizzles out, 

her mother‘s partner is about to move in, and then Chester, 

her beloved horse, is sold. 

It’s all too much for Jana. She wants to get away from her old 

life, which suddenly doesn’t seem to belong to her any more, 

and on the spur of the moment she applies for an 

apprenticeship at a far-off stables. Riding – as a job! Could 

there be anything more perfect? Jana plunges enthusiastically 

into her new life. But work in the yard is no bed of roses, and 

looking after one of the horses soon pushes her to her limits. 

Jana has to tough it out and accept a few defeats. But just 

when she’s about to give it all up, she meets Kris, who 

understands her like nobody else. And then there’s this mare, 

with whom Jana feels a very special connection…

#67077 / 240 pages / 14.2 x 

21 cm / hardcover, 240 pp., 

EUR 12.99 

Dream job: a life with horses

A girl’s dream to be a groom – a strong protagonist 

goes her own way.

“Mill Valley Stables” author Sarah Bosse tells an 

emotional story with a big heart.

A captivating novel about a girl realising her dream.
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14+

Brigitte Kanitz

#66892, paperback with UV-spot 

varnish, 320 pp., EUR 12.99

Mister Dream

• Romantic comedy with a charming phantasm

• Cheeky heroine who drops bombs all the time

• Turbulent debut YA novel by SPIEGEL best-selling 

author Brigitte Kanitz (Always Problems with 

Grandpa)

Emma would like to do nothing more than smooch with 

the school‘s cutest guy Erik in the famous rollercoaster 

CloudKiss. Unfortunately she doesn‘t exist to him. To 

comfort herself she creates an imaginary boyfriend: 

Colin may be as invisible as she is to Erik but he looks at 

least as good as Erik and is, of course, always there for 

her. A dream guy in the truest sense of the word. At 

times, however, Colin embarrasses Emma in real life and 

causes her to run out of explanations and he constantly 

challenges her quick-wittedness. But then Erik starts to 

take an interest in her – and suddenly she has a jealous 

dream boy to deal with (in her head). When on top of 

that, a mysterious stranger appears, who seems to be a 

dead ringer for Colin, Emma cannot help but feel that 

her life is a permanent ride on the rollercoaster.

Rollercoaster of Emotions (Vol. 1)

One Dream Guy Too Many (Vol. 2)

66892

66923

Emma is stumbling through seventh heaven: something 

is finally happening between her and Erik, the boy 

everyone at school has a crush on. Unfortunately, she 

still keeps putting her foot in it, when she talks (out 

loud!) to her made-up "dream guy" Colin, and now Erik is 

starting to get jealous. Even in the home for refugees 

where Erik helps out in his free time, Emma manages to 

drop a clanger, when she starts to believe one of the girls 

there can see her invisible "Mister Dream". And what’s 

going on with Tom, who has smuggled himself into 

Emma's life and resembles her imaginary "dream guy" to 

a tee? Slowly, Emma starts to unravel his secret. And it 

leads to a fourth mysterious man in her life: her father…



Claudia Puhlfürst

Beware Of The Night
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14+

The Dying Swan
Corina Bomann

#61683, paperback, 368 pp., 

EUR 14.95

• Successful German novelist (The Butterfly Island)

• Dark psychological thriller set in the ballet world

• For fans of “Black Swan“

• A gruesome new case for the 17-year-old heroine

Backlist title:

Backlist title:

A week-long excursion to the middle of nowhere – only weird 

biology teachers could come up with ideas like that, think Lena 

and her best friend Anne. Their youth hostel is surrounded by 

nothing but tall trees and thick undergrowth. At least this is the 

perfect place for night-time tests of courage, and on the first 

evening the boys challenge Lena and her friends to spend the 

night in the woods with them. But late at night, Anne is attacked 

by a hooded figure, and there is another attack the very next 

night. One of the girls in the group is found strangled in the 

forest!

Totally traumatised, the class cuts the trip short – but the 

murderer must have followed them home, because he’s already 

lying in wait for his next victim…

#67127, paperback, 368 pp., 14.2 x 

21 cm, EUR 14.95

There is evil lurking in the forest

• A sophisticated game of cat-and-mouse

• Thriller pro Claudia Puhlfürst taps into our deepest 

fears and worst expectations

The exchange student  Sandrine  Ravier was an aspiring 

ballerina, but now her body is floating a swimming pool, 

surrounded by white feathers – swan feathers. There is no 

trace of the murderer. 17-year-old Clara reads about the 

murder in the local paper. When she receives an anonymous 

threatening text message a short while later, she starts to 

suspect that somebody now has their sights set on her. Is it 

Sandrine‘s killer? Clara starts investigating and gets a glimpse 

of what lies behind the facade of the ballet world, which is 

ruled by strong rivalry. But she doesn‘t guess that a game is 

already afoot that will put not just her own life but those of 

her friends in terrible danger. 


